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In bioinformatics one has to extract tagged codes from the strings of gene anno-
tations or databases, for example KEGG. In general, position of tags and code strings
is unspecified, which complicates the use od function substring which is efficient
for extraction of substrings with known position in strings.

Codes are given in lines like this one

ENTRY b1234 ID 0\n NCBI-GeneID: 123456\n coco: CO1x3 xxx: 1234

Codes are preceded by specific tag (.e.g.NCBI-GeneID) and separator and some
white space. The code structure is sometimes known (.e.g.letter "b" and four digits,
only digits, letters "CO" and alpha-numerics) which can help in identification of
code itself. Use of regular expressions and R function sub is described here.

1 Regular expressions

Regular expressions are much more powerful than wildcards. For those of us more
familiar with wildcards function glob2rx provides a translator to regular expres-
sions.

> stopifnot(glob2rx("abc.*") == "^abc\\.",
+ glob2rx("a?b.*") == "^a.b\\.",
+ glob2rx("a?b.*", trim.tail=FALSE) == "^a.b\\..*$",
+ glob2rx("*.doc") == "^.*\\.doc$",
+ glob2rx("*.doc", trim.head=TRUE) == "\\.doc$",
+ glob2rx("*.t*") == "^.*\\.t",
+ glob2rx("*.t??") == "^.*\\.t..$",
+ glob2rx("*[*") == "^.*\\["
+ )

2 Substring extraction

Substring with unknown position can be extracted using sub and partially matched
substrings. this function actually replaces the found substrings with new ones. In
our case, the replacement string is the found code and the rest of line is dropped.

> str <- "ENTRY b1234 ID 0\n NCBI-GeneID: 123456\n coco: CO1x3\nEND"
> sub("^.*NCBI-GeneID: ([0-9]*).*$", "\\1", str)

[1] "123456"
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If separator between tag and code is of unknown length

> sub("^.*NCBI-GeneID[: ]*([0-9]*).*$", "\\1", str)
[1] "123456"

If the separator structure is unknown:

> sub("^.*NCBI-GeneID[[:punct:]]*[[:space:]]*([[:digit:]]*).*$",
+ "\\1", str, extended = TRUE)
[1] "123456"

If the code structure is unique, we do not need the tag:

> sub("^.*(b[0-9]*).*$", "\\1", str)
[1] "b1234"

The same can be extracted in extended mode

> sub("^.*(b[[:digit:]]*).*$", "\\1", str, extended = TRUE)
[1] "b1234"

or explicitely require that the line starts with word ENTRY. Unknown number of
spces ( *) is separating tag and code:

> sub("^ENTRY *(b[0-9]*).*$", "\\1", str)
[1] "b1234"

Extended mode has several shortcuts for groups of characters

> sub("^.*coco: ([[:alnum:]]*).*$", "\\1", str, extended = TRUE)
[1] "CO1x3"

Shortcut symbol \w matches all alpha-numerics ([:alnum:]) while \W is it’s nega-
tion (non-alpha-numerics, i.e. punctuation and spaces)
This can be a general tagged code extractor (for code coco)

> sub("^.*coco\\W*(\\w*).*$", "\\1", str, extended = TRUE)
[1] "CO1x3"

3 Vectors of strings

Function sub works also on vectors of strings. First we construct four lines with
invented codes. Codes have different length, so the substrings of interest are on
different positions within each string.

> str <- paste("ENTRY b0", 2 * 5^(1:4), " NCBI-GeneID: ",
+ 10^(1:4), " coco: CO", 1:4, sep = "")
> str
[1] "ENTRY b010 NCBI-GeneID: 10 coco: CO1"
[2] "ENTRY b050 NCBI-GeneID: 100 coco: CO2"
[3] "ENTRY b0250 NCBI-GeneID: 1000 coco: CO3"
[4] "ENTRY b01250 NCBI-GeneID: 10000 coco: CO4"

Extract the codes and store them in vectors

> ENTRY <- sub("^.*ENTRY\\W*(\\w*).*$", "\\1", str, extended = TRUE)
> ENTRY
[1] "b010" "b050" "b0250" "b01250"
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> GeneID <- sub("^.*NCBI-GeneID\\W*(\\w*).*$", "\\1", str,
+ extended = TRUE)
> GeneID

[1] "10" "100" "1000" "10000"

> COCO <- sub("^.*coco\\W*(\\w*).*$", "\\1", str, extended = TRUE)
> COCO

[1] "CO1" "CO2" "CO3" "CO4"

Print combined vectors

> print(cbind(ENTRY, GeneID, COCO), quote = FALSE)

ENTRY GeneID COCO
[1,] b010 10 CO1
[2,] b050 100 CO2
[3,] b0250 1000 CO3
[4,] b01250 10000 CO4
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SessionInfo

Windows XP (build 2600) Service Pack 3

• R version 2.8.0 (2008-10-20), i386-pc-mingw32

• Locale: LC_COLLATE=Slovenian_Slovenia.1250;LC_CTYPE=Slovenian_Slovenia.1250;LC_MONETARY=Slovenian_Slovenia.1250;LC_NUMERIC=C;LC_TIME=Slovenian_Slovenia.1250

• Base packages: base, datasets, graphics, grDevices, methods, stats, utils

• Other packages: Hmisc 3.4-3

• Loaded via a namespace (and not attached): cluster 1.11.11, grid 2.8.0, lat-
tice 0.17-15
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